Synthesis and gene transfer activities of novel serum compatible cholesterol-based gemini lipids possessing oxyethylene-type spacers.
Four novel cholesterol-based gemini cationic lipids differing in the length of oxyethylene-type spacers [-CH2-(CH2-O-CH2)n-CH2-] between each ammonium headgroup have been synthesized. These formed stable suspensions in aqueous media. Cationic liposomes were prepared from each of these lipids individually and as mixtures of cationic lipid and DOPE. These were used as nonviral gene delivery agents. All the cholesterol-based gemini lipids induced better transfection activity than their monomeric counterpart. Inclusion of DOPE in co-liposomal formulation of the cationic gemini lipid potentiates their gene transfer activity significantly. A major characteristic feature of these oxyethylene spacer based cholesterol gemini lipids was that serum does not inhibit the transfection activity of these gemini lipids, whereas the transfection activity of their monomeric counterpart decreased drastically in the presence of serum. One of the cholesterol-based gemini lipids 2a possessing a -CH2-CH2-O-CH2-CH2- spacer showed the highest transfection activity.